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When emotions get out of hand, you can use TIPP skills to reduce intensity. There are four TIPP skills described in Dialectical Behavioral Therapy (DBT). Using them in a crisis can calm things down to the point that we can use other survival skills. They are presented first in a summary form and then with more detail below. Temperature - by changing the body temperature, we
can quickly reduce the intensity of emotions. Lower your face in cold water (at least 50 degrees) and hold your breath. Try to keep it there for 30 to 60 seconds. (Don't try this TIPP skill if you have heart problems.) If this is not possible for you, try an ice pack on your face around your eyes and cheeks. Intense exercise - By engaging in intense cardio/aerobic exercise, we engage
our physical body in a way that de-escalates intense emotions. Ideally, try exercising for 20 minutes or more, but if that's not possible, do what you can. Exercise so that your heart rate is 70% of its ability. You can use this calculator to calculate your target heart rate. Breathing rate - try to slow your breathing down to 5 or 6 breaths per minute. This means that your inbride and
outbreath combined should take 10 to 12 seconds. To help you do this, a timer or app can be very useful. Try using the Paced Breathing app for Android (set it up in advance for the desired breathing rate) or breath app for iPhone. Pair muscle relaxation - Practice straining muscles as you breathe for 5-6 seconds. Notice that feeling. Then relax them as you exhale, paying attention
to how it feels like you are doing it. Notice the difference between feeling stressed and feeling relaxed. Go through each muscle group in the body (the list can be found below) and tense then relax each one. When you relax your muscle group, tell yourself: Relax. Additional useful information about TIPP DBT TIPP skills can be lifesaving. Sometimes emotions are so intense that it
will take away our ability to use other survival skills. TipP (or TIP) skills won't take emotions away altogether. However, they help to take the intensity up to a level where we can use other things that we usually do to cope with difficult situations and feelings. Here's more information about each skill: Temperature: Putting your face in cold water helps ease intense emotions by
triggering what is called a mammalian dive reflex. (See the video below.) This reflex slows down our pulse and activates our parasympathetic nervous system. Emotions are what we often experience with our body. With this TIPP skill, we use our bodies to change our emotions. If you use an ice pack on your face instead Water, try to hold your breath at the same time to more
fully stimulate the immersion reflex. Intensive Exercise: To get most of this DBT TIPP skill, write down your level of emotional intensity (estimate it from 0 to 100) before exercising and then afterwards. See what that Have. Choose the type of exercises that are available immediately - remember TIPP skills are designed to help in managing emotions now, not later. One of the most
important functions of emotions is to prepare us for action. When emotions are intense, the body is primed for intense activity; intense exercise can free up this part of the emotional experience. Paced Breathing: Just like with TIPP temperature prowess, the rate of breathing works by activating our parasympathetic nervous system. This, in turn, will slow down our heart rate and
reduce emotional intensity. Breathe in your stomach to provide a deeper and slower cycle of breathing. Plan to do this exercise for at least five minutes; don't give yourself a chance to stop early. Before you start, just like you did with exercise, write down your level of emotional arousal, rating it from 0 to 100. After five minutes, take stock of how different you feel when you started.
Paced breathing in DBT can be seen as mindfulness skill. However, unlike most mindfulness exercises, it does not require you to do anything specific with your mind. It's exercise, not mental. Pair muscle relaxation: Pair muscle relaxation is a DBT TIPP skill that improves with practice. It is useful to practice this when you are not in an intense emotional state. So when you really
need skill, it will already be well rehearsed. It is important to say relax for yourself as you exhale and relax your muscles. This is where a pair of muscle relaxation comes in. This will help your ability to relax at a time when you need to. This skill is practiced, passes through muscle groups in sequence, straining then relaxing one at a time. Go through each of the following muscle
groups: hands (make fists) hands (make fists and strain forearms, biceps and triceps) shoulders (raise your shoulders as high as possible)brow (wrinkle forehead, lowering eyebrows) eyelids (shut them tightly) face (wrinkle your nose and lift lips and cheeks) tongue and mouth (distort around the muscles of the mouth, Push the tongue against the roof of the mouth) neck (press the
chin down to the chest) chest (take a deep breath and hold it) back (arch back) abdomen (tense abdominal muscles) buttocks/buttocks (squeeze together) thighs (tense quads and hamstrings) calves (point of foot down) ankles and legs (twisting legs, heels) TIPP skills Linehan, M.M. (2015). DBT Skills Training Guide, 2nd edition. Guildford Press. New York. Anyone can hold the
helm when the sea is calm. - Publilius Syrus This week I attended a 2-day seminar on emotion regulation in dialectic behavioral therapy (DBT), creator of DBT, Dr. Marsha Linehan. The last two days (along with the thick link) have been filled with a lot of information about skills to effectively regulate emotions. While some of the information received was part of the now unpublished
DT Skills Training Manual (and is not allowed to be shared with the public), there were many helpful tips and ideas that I can share with you. One particularly useful/practical advice learned today is dealing with managing extreme emotions when emotional arousal is very high. When we are in a state of extreme emotional arousal, our brain does not function properly to effectively
receive new information and process it. It's as if we're so overwhelmed with emotions dealing with current stressful situations that we're really unable to use any DBT skills (such as disaster tolerance or emotion-regulating skills). How to activate the Mammal Diving Reflex In order to get ourselves a place capable of processing information, we must find a way to essentially reboot
the nervous system. Fortunately, all mammals have a so-called mammalian diving reflex that causes the parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) to inhale, which functions to relax us and calm us down. Dr. Linehan explained that this reflex is activated by ice cold water (i.e. not freezing) on the face. In particular, the icy cold water should get into the part of the face just below the
eyes and above the cheekbones for the immersion reflex to be activated. It suggests that when in an extremely elevated state of emotional arousal: Fill a bowl with ice cold water Bend / Bend Hold your breath Put your face in icy cold water for 30 seconds make sure that the area under the eyes / above the cheekbones (the most sensitive part of the face) feels the icy water Dr.
Linehan reports that this surprisingly simple method will calm you immediately and incredibly effective. Other ways to activate the diving reflex and get the parasympathetic nervous system to kick and soothe you include an icy cold gel mask over/around the eye area. It is worth noting that this method also works best (to activate the dive reflex) if you hold your breath and bend over
for 30 seconds. Warnings Caveats to the use of this technique: Activating the dive reflex slows down the pulse, so that anyone with heart problems or a slow heartbeat should avoid this strategy Those with eating disorders (especially anorexia nervosa) should avoid activating the dive-reflex, since it is dangerous for the heart not convinced that something so simple can be so
powerful? Evolutionary processes have been around for thousands of years to provide a means of regulating our emotions, because effective regulation of emotions is so important to our survival. Think how likely a person is to survive in the long run if they are utterly unable to calm themselves, in an intense state of emotional arousal. The incredible part of this simple technique is
that it provides immediate relief and is designed to get you into a functional state of mind wherever you are use problem-solving skills to address an acute problem. The next time you experience an event is so intense that you are completely overwhelmed to the point of not being able to think clearly or process information, activate the diving reflex. Thirty seconds later, you will be
able to process incoming information and use problem solving skills. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Updates to regulate emotions and crisis survival skills in dialectical behavioral therapy. Austin, Texas: Behavior Tech, LLC. Recommended image: tube sub_lime79 / CC BY 2.0 2.0
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